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ANOTHER OPTION TO STARBUCKS

STRESSED WITH AMENDMENTS?
Haven't voted yet? Are you stuck on which
ones to say "yes" and" "no" to?
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ See page 3

,..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ See pages 5-9

Red Trolley Cafe...has an amazing menu, plus,
some free food if you check out the article.
See page 14
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SO WHO WILL WIN THE ELECTION? The person with the most yard signs, said Steven Colbert on The Colbert Report. Last Tuesday, Oct. 28, Colbert explained, "I don't pay
attention to polls. I just count lawn signs. So get ready for President Re/Max!" Around the Regis neighborhood, residents sported yard signs for both candidates, amendments, and
other candidates (along with Re/Max). Obama currently holds the lead in Colorado though, averaging 50.5% to McCain's 45.5%.

Activist Paul Loeb promotes civic engagement
Jimmy Sengenberger
Staff Reporter
Four years ago, Paul Loeb was canvassing door-to-door in Washington
State in an Election Day effort to get
out the vote for the candidate he supported. Because of his efforts, three
new people voted for his candidateincluding one who was actually
unaware that it was Election Day.
On Thursday, Oct. 23, Loeb, an
esteemed author, political activist and
lecturer on university campuses across
the nation, spoke to 100 attendees
gathered for at the Campus Vote 2008
Rally, held in the Mountain View
Room at Regis.
Students and faculty from campuses across the state, representing thousands of Get out the Vote volunteers,
came together at Regis to share their

voter engagement efforts at each campus. The Campus Vote 2008 Rally was
sponsored by Colorado Campus
Compact as a part of a $30,000 nonpartisan grant funded through the generosity of Loeb. Colorado Campus
Compact, a non-profit hosted by the
Regis Mission Office, seeks to advance
the civic mission of higher education
by actively engaging college students
in service-learning and communitybased research.
Together, the nine campuses-including University of Colorado at
Boulder and Denver, Johnson and
Wales, University of Northern
Colorado, University of Denver and
Regis--registered over $30,000 new
voters.
Attendees witnessed a heated debate
on Amendment 59, with Colorado
Speaker of the House Andrew

"Imagine if the election is contingent on your vote,
and then remember that no matter who wins
you're going to have to keep working for justice."
Romanoff and The Independence
Institute's Penn Pfiffner discussing
what is at stake for public education in
Colorado. Denver County's Clerk and
Recorder, Stephanie O'Malley, shared
what to expect for Early Voting and on
Nov. 4.
After O'Malley, Loeb addressed civic
engagement and responsibility from
his perspective as the creator and
cooridnator of Campus Compact's
2008 Campus Election Engagement
Project, which helped colleges and universities in 15 states engage students
with the election.
Nationally, Campus Compact is a

, •• , ..., . ,

"coalition of more than 1,100 college
and university presidents-representing
some six million students-dedicated to
promoting community service, civic
engagement and service-learning in
higher education," according to the
Campus
Compact
website,
compact.org.
Mr. Loeb has written five acclaimed
books, worked with 15 states on engaging students in the electoral process
and served as an active and involved
citizen.

See Loeb on page 2
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Contact the Highlander
3333 Regis Blvd, Mail Stop I-8
Denver, CO 80221

Our Mission:
As the staff of the Regis
University weekly publication,
the Highlander, we intend to
serve the campus and the
neighborhood by providing a
forum for news, information
and exploring ideas.
Our publication is designed
to cultivate awareness,
undestanding and
dialogue about matters of
community importance.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Maricor Coquia
On Thursday, Oct. 23, Loeb, an esteemed author, political activist and lecturer on university campu~es across the nation, spoke to
attendees gathered for at the Campus Vote 2008 Rally, held in the Mountain View Room at Regis.

100

Civic Engagement from

front page
At the end of the 2004 election for
governor in Washington State, the
gubernatorial candidate he supported
won by just 129 votes-even fewer than
the 537 votes that separated George W.
Bush and Al Gore in 2000. Had just
fifty more people volunteered on the
other side, he advised, things could
have been different.
"You just don't know," said Mr. Loeb,
who then told the tale of a congressman who won by a mere, 25 votes.
One particular young woman he met
was reluctant to get involved. "She
didn't feel she could make a difference," he said. But in the end, she felt
she had to volunteer-and so she did. "I
want to convince every student on
campus that they could be the equivalent of that young woman."
That is why Mr. Loeb partnered with
Campus Compact-and why he came to
Regis. "I want to get students to feel
like, maybe it's in my hands. Maybe I
could make a difference," he said.
In the context of such issues as the
crisis in the financial markets, the Iraq
War and climate change, Mr. Loeb
emphasized the importance of student
involvement in the community and in
social and political causes-and the
speed at which he often spoke revealed
his passion for the subject.
"A lot of times students don't get
involved because they feel they need to
know everything," Mr. Loeb, author of
the recent book The Impossible Will
Take a Little While, said. "People feel
like they don't have power. Therefore,
they stop paying attention, and therefore they don't get involved."
But that desire for "purity" and swift

DON'T
FORGET
TO ...

change, he argued, is impossible to
achieve, citing the Civil Rights movement as an example. Kennedy and
Johnson were at first arms-length
from the Civil Rights movement, he
pointed out, but the issue was forced
upon them by the nation's citizens to
such an extent that President Lyndon
Baines Johnson placed all his political
capital on it-and he would not have
accomplished the task without people
standing up.
"We need to replace [that] desire for
abstract purity with the notion of slow
change," he said. "What it really
means is, [whatever candidate] you are
not supporting, by not voting you're
hurting the candidate who could beat
him."
Aside from the need for all
Americans to be involved in the
process itself, Mr. Loeb underscored
the importance of education for
engagement in schools. He proposed
that professors give their students
incentives, such as extra credit, to get
involved.
"Professors should encourage students to volunteer," he said. "You
might have someone on campus who
could win an award only if you get
them involved. Supposed someone
takes the terrifying step of knocking on
the door or making a phone call.
They'll find out it's really not that bad.
"We must put people in touch with
each other to learn from each other
how to make young people get
involved," said Mr. Loeb. "No one
should graduate without having some
knowledge."
Pulling from such historical examples as Rosa Parks and change in
Communist Russia, Mr. Loeb presented the attendees with a comprehensive

view of the importance of participating, paying attention and fighting for
change. In the discussion portion he
emphasized the importance of fighting
climate change, which he believes to be
one of the most critical issues of our
time, and the value of faculty bringing
students out, giving them a voice,
moderating discussions with set
boundaries and, above all else, reinforcing civility as a way to help combat
the nastiness of politics and encourage
the civil exchange of ideas.
He closed with the story of Desmond
Tutu, the famous South African leader,
who never once went silent. He
worked in Rwanda, voiced opposition
to the Iraq War and lent aid to Haiti,
but he would never leave. He was
always jumping in,.never tired, "always
joking, teasing, laughing."
"God has a sense of humor and he'd
tell a silly j9ke," Mr. Loeb recalled Tutu
saying. "In the middle of everything,
it's critical to remind us to laugh," said
Loeb.
When one does the work Paul Loeb
and Campus Compact are doing to
engage students, he felt, one should do
it with joy and savor the good community and the wonderful things the "gorgeous state" of Colorado have to offer.
His vision is a vast number of new people starting to involve themselves in
the process, the challenge being to get
them started and to evolve along the
way.
"One way or another decisions are
going to be made that will have an
enormous impact," said Loeb.
"Imagine if the election is contingent
on your vote, and then remember that
no matter who wins you're going to
have to keep working for justice."

e
Drop-off Only Option for Mail-In Ballots: Friday, October 31 was the deadline for mailing your ballot in the city and county of Denver. They can still be
dropped off at onNovember 3 at any early voting location 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. or at
any precinct polling place on Election Day.
Voting on Nov. 4: All Regis students can vote at the Berkeley Park Rec. Center,
46th and Tennyson.
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Ballot Primer: Perspective on Amendments
E rind~entsonFi . h
by supporters of Ward Connerly's
0 oor ma or. ' azt &Justice
movement.10 Cal"&
. "
11orma.
Programming
. "It belies a fundamental libertarian
h"
.
- distrust of government entities whose
T is year, with n~merous a~end- capacity to work toward greater racial
ments on the ballot, It can be difficult and gender justice depends upon
to sort through ~act an~ fictio~ and ~e building civic trust. This amendment
arguments on either.side. This article would harm human dignity and our
focuses on four sp~cifi_c ame~dments- common good, says Leininger.
~6, 47, 4~, and 59-10 hght of mform~Amendment 47 would prohibit
tion proVIded by the_Colorado Cathol~c employers from requmng their
Conference, U.S. Bishops, and Reg~s employees to pay union fees. While the
professors. The Colorado Catholic Colorado Catholic Conference does not
Confer:nce is the legi~lative arm of the have a specific stance on this amendCatholic Church here m Colorado.
ment, the church has a long history of
. .~endment 46 add:esses dis- supporting labor rights.
cnmmatlon. At_first glance,_1t. s_eems _to
In Economic Justice For All (1986)
pr_o ~ote_ equality by proh1b1ting dis- the U.S. Bishops write, "The way
cnmmatlon. Yet, the Colorado Catholic power is distributed in a free market
Con!erence_ stres~es that :·Amen~ment economy frequently gives employers
46 1s a d1sturbmg policy shift for greater bargaining power than
Colorado. It is a setback for women employees in the negotiation of labor
and minorities and ties the hands of contracts. Such unequal power may
the state's universities and colleges."
press workers into a choice between an
Dr. Tom Leininger, associate profes- inadequate wage or no wage at all. But
sor of Religious Studies, addresses justice, not charity, demands certain
Amendment 46. "While the debate minimum wage guarantees ... No one
concerning this amendment could may deny the right to organize without
raise important questions as to attacking human dignity itself.
whether economic status and Therefore, we firmly oppose organized
race/gender/etc. can be separated efforts, such as those regrettably now
meaningfully in public policy seeking seen in this country, to break existing
redress past injustices, this amend- unions and prevent workers from
ment is an attempt to 'switch and bait' organizing."

"The amendment would make Preschool through 12th grade public
.
.
.
umons
go b roke b ecause those who education.
Amendment 59 reqmres
benefit from their services (higher our state to save money when times are
wages, better benefits and conditions) good, to avoid cutting essential educawould no longer be required to pay tional services when times are bad,"
dues. No one is required to join a explains the CCC. Basically this
union, this is a myth that drives the amendment helps counteract the negaamendment, but this would give any- tive effects of TABOR, a law passed in
one an excuse not to support the bar- 1992 that requires the government to
gaining team that wins them higher return money to citizens in good times.
wages. The real purpose of the amendAn important element to note for all
ment is to destroy unions," says Jim of these amendments is that they do
Walsh, affiliate faculty member in the not increase taxes.
College for Professional Studies.
In general, the CCC reminds voters
Amendment 48 is the personhood of the essential role of government
amendment. The Colorado Catholic serving the common good, defending
Conference does not support this the weak, and providing key services.
amendment, explaining "... we do not "Churches and charities cannot build a
believe that this year's Colorado just society alone. We need governPersonhood Amendment is the best ment to do its rightful job, not cut or
means to pursue an end to abortion in severely restrict its services. We need
2008." The bishops have remained government to serve the common good
neutral on the personhood amend- with laws that defend the weak, and
ment, saying individual Catholics may with the money, personnel and other
choose to vote either way. "
resources to ensure a life of basic dig"While the intent of Amendment 48 nity for all our people," the CCC stressis noble, it is the wrong public policy es.
strategy for overturning Roe v. Wade,"
explains Tom Hooyman, associate pro- Erin Benson is Peace and Justice
fessor of health care ethics.
Coordinator for University Ministry
Amendment 59 is strongly supported by the Colorado Catholic To learn more,
Conference "Amendment 59 creates a visit http://www.cocatholicconferdedicated funding stream for ence.org/

Refl.ectiory.s on the 2008 election
Jimmy Sengenberger
Staff Writer
It's been a wild (but fun and exciting!) ride over the last year as one of
the most critical elections in history
nears its close.
Evolution of an historical campaign
Hillary Clinton descended from the
presumed nominee of the Democratic
Party to be replaced by a young, new,
charismatic African-American candidate, Barack Obama. Rudy Giuliani
was the early favorite to win the
Republican nomination for President,
but he ended up getting nowhere.
Instead, John McCain, rose from the
dead with the New Hampshire primary, and, like David against Goliath,
waged victory in the primaries.
Since then, we have seen ups and
downs in the polls, a financial crisis
amass and a plumber rise to national
fame overnight. The campaign has
been marked by the largest crowds and
fundraising efforts in political history.
And no matter who wins, history will
be made. Starting January 20, the
United States will have either the first
black President or the first female
Vice-President. It's a great time to be
an American.
Over the course of the general election the last several months, we have
seen the campaign grow increasingly
bitter. Both candidates seemed to
renege on their promises to lead civil
campaigns as they or their campaigns
began to attack one another personally.
In three debates we saw Barack
Obama affirm himself as a credible
candidate for the presidency. While
McCain won all three on points,
Obama benefited in the long-run; he
merely had to seem plausible and presidential, and he succeeded.
Sarah Palin's sudden and meteoric
rise out of Alaska was a shock to many.
Who is this person, and where did she
come from? She entered onto the

national stage with flare, a real "pit which he has stuck by throughout. Yet
bull with lipstick," but the campaign it really wasn't until September that he
held her on too tight a leash. They did- started to bring up Obama's other
n't let her loose, let her be herself. She questionable associations, such as Bill
was too controlled, which made her Ayers, Father Michael Pfleiger and
seem to be a dumb brunette. Tina Fey Rashid Khalidi-and even then the
broke out with a near-perfect impres- case was fractured and limited.
By the time McCain really started to
sion of Palin on SNL, dishing out more
mock than ever before. Vice-President hammer home associations, it was too
late. And his failure to take Obama to
or not, Sarah Palin's here to stay.
task on Ayers when the issue came up
McCain's campaign poorly run; in the final presidential debate essentially invalidated the case for his camObama's fantastic
Barack Obama is, quite possibly, an paign to make. By failing to aggreseven more brilliant, crafty politician sively pursue Ayers during the debate,
than Bill and Hillary Clinton com- McCain allowed the issue to slip
bined. His campaign has been run so through his fingers. Had he pressed
effectively since the primaries, and the subject and raised questions earliObama has led the charge. The sena- er on, McCain would have set himself
tor successfully dodged questions on up in a much better position.
Even more noticeably, however, is
his past and his radical associations.
He managed to mask his socialistic how erratic the campaign has been on
tendencies until his Freudian slip to theme. Try naming the central theme
"Joe the Plumber" that "spread[ing] of the McCain campaign. I sure can't.
That's not to say that Obama's camthe wealth around is good for everypaign
has been perfect, however. Just
body," but despite that comment has
still succeeded in spinning his tax plan last week, in a clear show of "bipartisanship," the campaign kicked off
as a "tax cut."
The campaign's use of the Internet three newspapers that endorsed
proved revolutionary. Obama retract- McCain- The New York Post, The
ed on public financing of his campaign, Washington Times, and The Dallas
yet he was able to avoid scrutiny on Morning News-and replaced them
that issue by the media. Indeed, in the with reporters from Essence and Jet
shortest span of time, Obama managed magazines. Liberal columnist Kirsten
to cultivate an image the media fell in Powers, an Obama supporter and lifelove with. New, fresh, exciting, charis- long Democrat, even expressed dismatic, wonderful. Hope, change, tress at this move, calling it
unity-gotta love it! And his 30 minute "Nixonesque."
Of course there was his infamous
infomercial last Wednesday night was
comment
that
small-town
exceptional.
Barack Obama, the enigmatic speak- Pennsylvanians were "bitter" because
er able to excite crowds like few others, they "dinged" to guns, God, antihas headed a masterfully on-message immigrant sentiment, and so forth,
and his Joe the Plumber conversation
and focused campaign.
Contrast this with the McCain effort, gave McCain a new tool to run with, a
one of the most disorganized, off-mes- message with which he has been effecsage campaigns in modern general tive in using.
If McCain loses, it will have been due
election history. Never once has the
to two things: a sloppy campaign and
McCain camp truly seemed focused.
In the beginning the Republican the fact that McCain is a Republican in
made the decision not to use Obama's an unpopular time.
President Bush's approval rating is
pastor of 20 years, Reverend Jeremiah
at
25%,
the lowest of any president in
Wright, against him, a decision with
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polling history. The Obama campaign
has continually tried to package
McCain and Bush together as a "twofor-one" of sorts, and with good reason. President Bush is incredibly
unpopular, and it is most certainly the
Democrats to lose. The fact that
McCain is on record as saying that he
voted with Bush 90% of the time and,
even more importantly, that he is a
Republican really dampens his
chances. Advantage Obama.
The failure of journalism
One of the most striking things
about the '08 election, however, is not
the candidates, but how blatantly
biased the media coverage has been.
The New York Times has waged attack
after attack against the McCain campaign, and a recent study of broadcast
news programs by the nonpartisan
Center for Media and Public Affairs
reveals that ABC, CBS and NBC coverage has been 65% favorable of Obama,
compared to 31% favorable for
McCain. Similarly, a study of the prestigious Pew Research Center held 71%
of Obama media coverage as "positive"
or "neutral" and roughly 60% of
McCain's coverage as "decidedly negative."
And we can't forget The Los Angeles
Times, which has been hiding a tape of
Obama at a dinner celebrating Rashid
Khalidi, a former advisor to
Palestinian terrorist Yasser Arafat and
a continued sympathizer with terrorist
and anti-American causes, with whom
the Obamas repeatedly had dinner.
They claim the tape's source gave it to
them under the condition that it would
not be shown, yet there is no reason
they could not release a transcript, as
they did with Arnold Schwartzenegger
a few years ago.
Radio talkshow host Sean Hannity
asserts that journalism died in 2008.
Reflecting on the '08 campaign, I'd
have to agree.

.,

What's in a middle name.__? _ _ _ _ _ __
Sajit Kabadi
Office of the Provost and Academic
Affairs
As the election rhetoric is nearing a
climatic fever pitch, one thing that
rings loudly in my ears is the increasing recitation of Barack Obama's middle name, Hussein. While I realize that
this is part of the back and forth discourse (or lack there oO in another
intense election year, it did make me
ponder my personal experiences with
my own middle name and the personal
significance my middle name has for
me.
In my family, like in many East
Indian families, a person often inherits
their middle name from their father.
My middle name is my father's first
name, his middle name was his
father's first name, my daughter's middle name is my first name- you get the
picture.
Like Senator Obama and millions of
Americans, my middle name might be
perceived as exotic, foreign sounding,
or hard to pronounce. It could also
represent for some, a diverse ethical

and/or religious tradition.
You should know, I'm very proud of
my middle name; it will always represent the connection I have with my
father, a hero to me. I feel that my
middle name is an inherent part of my
identity and gets to the core of who I
am as a person. Yet since my childhood, I have always been reluctant to
share this important item of information with people. Growing up, I was
constantly asked what my middle
name was. "What does the "U" stand
for, Sajit?"
On most occasions even just a couple
of weeks ago, I paused a moment
before mentioning it. My middle name
is still not information that I freely volunteer. Why the sensitivity you ask? It
stems from the fact that growing up,
when I was ridiculed and harassed for
some reason or another, the weapon of
choice often was the belittling of my
middle name. People would recite it
loudly and jeeringly most often mispronouncing it intentionally. I imagine I represented something foreign,
alien, and perhaps scary to them at the
time, and the best way to articulate

Catho Iics for Obama
JohnF. Kane
Professor ofReligious Studies

It's no secret that for many Catholics,
abortion is the most central issue in
their discernment about this coming
election. And for all Catholics who
accept their Church's condemnation of
abortion, it becomes undoubtedly, the
crucial issue, and why it has also been
the subject of so much debate and
comment, nationally and in recent
issues of The Highlander.
I've previously written in these
pages about why I believe a Catholic
can vote for Obama and have focused
on foreign policy and economic concerns. I've also related those concerns,
especially the latter, to the topic of
abortion. I'd always intended to write
directly about abortion, and am especially led to do so by Denver
Archbishop Charles Chaput's recent
remarks (reported in this past
Sunday's Denver Post) which accuse
Democratic-friendly Catholic groups
and individuals of doing a "disservice
to the church." Chaput is a leader
among fully one-quarter of the US
Catholic Bishops who, .according to a
report in the London Tablet, have in
one way or another urged Catholics to
vote against Obama. In Chaput's
words, Obama is the "most-committed" abortion-rights major party candi-

I want people to know that many of
us who have "exotic" middle names
often get ridiculed for it and that this
situation with Senator Obama is not
unusual- many can identify with it. In
fact it is quite unoriginal.
I also want people to be more mindful of what they are doing when they
enact this practice. There needs to be
an awareness of how very important
and significant a middle name is for so
many of us. For many like me, it can
be extremely hurtful when our name is
slandered for whatever purpose or
motive. I also believe that ridiculing or
belittling someone's middle name
often is obfuscating or circumventing
deeper inner hostilities and prejudices
which need to be dealt with in a more
straightforward and if at all possible
civil way.
So you may have read up to this
point only to not discover what my
middle name is. Well now, wouldn't
you like to know?!!!!

those sentiments was through my middle name. But what frustrated me
most was how I felt that in some way
they were ridiculing not only me, but
my father at the same time. What did
be ever do that was so wrong to them?
I also thought it pretty cowardly of
them to articulate their perceptions of
me through this childish game. Why
didn't these people just confront me
head on about their concerns instead
of doing it indirectly through insulting
my middle name, my father's name?
This continued for me throughout my
chiJ.dhood to the point when as a
Catholic in gth grade, when I received
the sacrament of confirmation, I actually changed my middle initial from
"U" to "J " on my confirmation certificate. (J stands for Joseph and is my
baptismal name.) But afterwards, I
felt really ashamed. And though my
father never stated it, I knew he was
hurt by this gesture.
Eventually though, I went back to
"U" as my middle initial, which has
remained as is on every document certifying my full name and identity.
So why am I sharing this?

This article is dedicated to my fatherDr. UM. Kabadi.
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date since the Roe v. Wade decision in

Activities, and Bishop William Murphy
of Rockville Center (NY), chair of the
Bishops' Committee on Domestic
Justice and Human Development.
(Their statement is available online (go
to: www.usccb.org) and I'd urge you to
read it.)
Essentially, they argue that Catholics

choose to have their babies is a necessary but not sufficient response to
Fortunately, and to his credit,
abortion. Similarly, reversal of Roe is a
Chaput made it clear that he was
necessary but not a sufficient"
speaking as a fellow citizen, and not
response (emphasis added). They also
with the authority of his office as
urge Catholics to read the US Bishops
Bishop. (For his office as bishop gives
full
statement
on
Forming
him no special authority to make pracConsciences for Faithful Citizens~ip
which clearly indicates that Catholics
Essentially, they argue that Catholics are obliged to have both a right and an obligation to
through the many serious moral
oppose abortion both by working to change laws sort
issues involved in this election, to form
which permit it (thus to work to change the effects of their consciences according to Catholic
teaching on such issues, and finally to
Roe v. Wade) and by working to develop economic follow
the dictates of their conscience
and social supports for pregnant women so that they (that is, their prudential judgment)
when voting.
will be able to have their babies.
On abortion, then, a Catholic is
obliged both to work for legal remedies
tical, political judgments.) Other bish- are obliged to oppose abortion both by and to work for economic and social
ops have not been so clear on this cru- working to change laws which permit it policy remedies - and neither remedy
cial issue, and their one-issue advocacy (thus to work to change the effects of provides an .absolute indication for
has brought a storm of protest from Roe v. Wade) and by working to devel- how to vote. That decision remains
many leadership Catholics who have op economic and social supports for with tlie individual conscience and no
views like those I've been arguing.
pregnant women so that they will be bishop has the religious authority to
I'm happy to report that, given this able to have their babies. The latter say otherwise. Presumably, then,
national storm of controversy, two position has been urged by those, like Catholics who think Republicans will
senior members of the US Conference myself, who believe there is good evi- in the end do a better job on both
of Catholic Bishops have just issued a dence to suggest that an Obama presi- aspects of a response to abortion Oegal
statement that says, far better than I dency and a Democratic congress will as well as social-economic) will vote
could, what needs to be said to actually lead to a significant reduction Republican. But Catholics who, like
Catholics about voting and the issue of in abortions.
myself and many others, think that in
abortion. They are Cardinal Justin
The joint statement from these two the end the Democrats will do a better
Rigali of Philadelphia, chair of the US bishops clearly states that "providing job, are the~ actually obligated in conBishops' Committee on Pro-Life support for pregnant women so they
science to vote for Obama.
1973.
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El Salvador in transition to democracy, though long way to go
Graham Hunt '08
Contributing Writer
In 1992, when representatives of El
Salvador's armed forces and the
Alianza Republicana Nacionalista
(ARENA) government hegotiated a
series of peace accords with the
Marxist guerrillas of the Frente
Farabundo Marti para la Liberaci6n
Nacional (FMLN), hopes were high
that the country had turned a new leaf
and was to begin in earnest the transition to democracy. And, indeed, a
number of very important steps were
taken in that direction. The majority
of government forces were demobilized, the guerrillas laid down their
arms, and the FMLN was officially
integrated into the Salvadoran political
system.
Additionally, following the recommendations of the United Nations
Truth Commission in El Salvador,
there began a purge of the leadership
of the military and there was instituted
what was intended to be a total reformation of the police force. 12 years of
war had claimed a toll of 75,000 lives,
the majority of them civilian, and the
Truth Commission had found that in
some 90% of cases, the human rights
abuses committed during the war had
been perpetrated by government
forces. Torture, "disappearance," and
a scorched-earth policy that entailed
the massacre of entire villages in the
countryside were all methods regularly
employed by the Salvadoran authorities in their effort to cut the popular
base of support of the guerrilla movement. The United States collaborated
closely with the Salvadoran government as they carried out such repressive measures, providing weapons,
trammg, and military advisors.
Shortly after the signing of the peace
accords, however, the Salvadoran congress passed into law an amnesty
which pardoned many of those labeled
by the Truth Commission as human
rights abusers and allowed them to
remain in positions of influence. This

included military leaders, high-ranking officers in the police force, and officials in the ARENA administration.
In 1994 there occurred the
first post-war elections in El Salvador,
with ARENA assuming control of the
executive branch of the Salvadoran
government-an office they have held
ever since. In 2004 the FMLN came
close to landing an electoral victory
with their presidential candidate
Schafik Handal, however, current
president Elias Antonio Saca won the
post for ARENA by a narrow margin.
Over the years since the signing of the
peace accords, municipal governments
across the country have changed hands
from ARENA to FMLN and back again,
and during the presidency of Francisco
Flores (1999ear to 2004) the FMLN
even enjoyed a brief majority in the
Salvadoran legislature. Some constants in El Salvador's shifting postwar political landscape, however,
along with the right wing's continual
monopoly on executive power, have
been the allegations of electoral fraud
and the unlawful manipulation of the
electorate that have come with each
successive election.
The possibility of electoral
fraud is a particularly bot button issue
in the run up to El Salvador's 2009
elections; much of the controversy
turns around the overarching government authority responsible for overseeing the elections, the Tribunal
Supremo Electoral (TSE), and its
recent reforms to electoral law. One
such reform, passed in 2007 by the
TSE but then retracted as of
September 19, 2008, prescribed that
the ballots cast by voters across El
Salvador no longer require the seal of
election officials overseeing the polling
place. Another much-contested decision, effective over the course of the
2009 elections, dictates that the onetime official party of the Salvadoran
armed forces, the Partido de
Conciliaci6n Nacional, will be allowed
to participate despite its failure to
obtain three percent of the total vote in

PHOTO SOURCE http://media.washingtontimes.com/ media/ img/photos/ 2008
Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega (far right) is seen here at a Central American
summit Wed., July 16, 2008, with his counterparts

the last elections, a condition necessary for the maintenance of legal status
as a political party as per Salvadoran
law. The PCN has played a decisive
role in post-war Salvadoran politics,
for, in addition to garnering a significant support base at the municipal
level-a support gained largely _
through the its forwarding of local
development projects-the party has
consolidated in recent years a formidable alliance with the ruling ARENA
party. This alliance has been perhaps
most evident at the level of the
Legislative Assembly, in which PCN
representatives frequently collaborate
with ARENA in order to form a majority large enough to pass legislation
without any FMLN participation. In so
working together, this is to say, the
PCN and ARENA parties have created
a unified front capable of circumnavigating debate with the opposition in
the Salvadoran congress and passing
laws, as it were, unilaterally. This
alliance has in turn come into play in
the sphere of the TSE, in which
ARENA and PCN representatives
together form a majority. It is in light

of this alliance that yet another controversial reform to Salvadoran electoral
law takes its importance: it was recently decided that for official decisionmaking purposes, there need not be a
4/5 majority in the TSE but only 3/5.
These factors and others have
led to a growing worry that the TSE is
fundamentally partisan in its formation and, as such, compromised in its
role as neutral arbiter of the electoral
process. A recent survey by the undertaken by the Institute of Public
Opinion
of
the
Universidad
Centroamericana "Jose Simeon
Caiias," El Salvador's Jesuit university,
indicates that "78.2 percent of those
surveyed have "no" or "little" confidence in the Tribunal Supremo
Electoral" (El Salvador 2009 ... en la
mira, Boletin No. 1, June 4, 2008). It
is not as clear what the public consensus is as to the reliability of the electoral system in general, but such a pronounced distrust for the chief authority of the electoral process does seem to
offer significant indication.

See El Salvador on page 10
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COMMUNITIES LOOK FOR A
MORE SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
Neighborhoods such as Highlands Garden Village near 38th and Tennyson
have created c01nmunity-based neighborhoods that provide housing for
mixed income families, as well as a walkable layout.

Far Suburbs," featured the story of
Boyle family, who lives in Parker, CO, a
distant suburb of Denver. Mr. Boyle
One of the themes for this year's and his wife must drive nearly an hour
presidential election is to insure the to their jobs. At one point Mr. Boyle
attainability of the American dream. paid $121 to fill his pickup for the comWith the economy sinking, home val- mute.
The Boyle family has now since conues depreciating, and a constant loss in
jobs, many Americans are becoming sidered moving closer to the city.
"Before it was 'we spend too much
concerned about their eligibility for
prosperity. Whether Republican or time driving.' Now, it's 'we spend too
Democrat, most agree that changes much time and money driving,' " Mr.
need to be made. Our politicians Boyle explained.
The increase in energy costs is one
promise that they will change the way
we conduct business, tax our citizens, of many factors driving America's real
produce our nation's energy, transport estate crisis. Economists and real
people and goods, provide healthcare,
and change the ways and places we
live. At the heart of each of these
issues is a fundamental principle: sustainability.
After enduring The Great estate agents are beginning to agree
Depression and World War II, many of that energy costs are driving the
our grandparents' generation experi- decrease in suburban home values,
enced what some of us would call "The particularly in the outer rings.
American Dream." They moved to the
In Denver, house prices in the subsuburbs, bought their dream house urbs fell in the middle of 2006, and
with the dream car, and made a family. then accelerated, dropping by 7 perThis reconstruction of the American cent during the last three months of
landscape and culture has largely the year from a year earlier.
influenced how America exists today.
Homeowners everywhere are considFew from this generation regret this ering moving closer to cities in an
transformation, and rightly so. It effort of maintaining home values as
would be fair to say that a generation well as reducing commute times.
that sacrificed so much deserved this
According to a recent Coldwell
interpretation of the 'American Banker survey of 903 real estate
Dream.' However, for future genera- agents, more than three-fourths of
tions, there was a problem.
prospective homebuyers are now more
One of the main differences between inclined to live in an urban area
America before and after World War II because of fuel prices.
was the automobile, as James Kunstler
writes in Asphalt Nation. During the Infrastructure for the Future
195o's automobile ownership skyrocketed. As a country we decided the
For decades, cities all across
automobile would be the machine that America focused on building new
linked the nation. It gave us the abili- roads and school systems for new subty to go where we want, when we want. urban developments, while forgetting
This freedom, so tied to the American about the systems in the city. Now
spirit, fueled our urban sprawl.
governments are focusing on revitalizing downtown neighborhoods.
America's Infrastructure Today
For Denver mayor John
Hickenlooper, gas prices are a primer
Today we are left with suburban for urban revitalization.
neighborhoods that span as far as the
"It can be an accelerator," explained
eye can see. Residents living in these Hickenlooper. "It's not going to be the
communities are forced to spend more dagger in the heart of suburban
time in their vehicles commuting to sprawl, but there's a certain inclinawork. According to the U.S. Census tion, a certain momentum back toward
Bureau in 2003 the average commuter downtown."
Today, Denver is focusing efforts on
time in the nation reached 24.3 minutes. Denver was under the national creating more transit-oriented develaverage with an average time of 22.6 opment. The city took huge strides in
2004 after approving FasTracks, a new
minutes.
In June, The New York Times arti- public transit system with a cost of
cle "Fuel Prices Shift Math for Life in $4.7 billion. The new light rail system
Michael Delliveneri
Contributing Writer

will increase tracks by 122 miles.
Denver has also been a leader in
redeveloping urban neighborhoods in
an effort to increase their sustainability. Neighborhoods such as Highlands
Garden Village near 38th and
Tennyson have created communitybased neighborhoods that provide
housing for mixed income families, as
well as a walkable layout.
Insuring a Sustainable Future
Today, America finds itself at a
crossroads. Fortunately, many cities
have realized that the current infra-

How do we not repeat history, and insure the
infrastructure of the future is sustainable?
An "urban sprawl," seen here, affects

structure is not sustainable. Cities like
Denver have taken steps for the future,
as more and more citizens move to
transit oriented developments. Yet
one question still remains, how do we
not repeat history, and insure the
infrastructure of the future is sustainable?
In this year's election, urban renewal and support for sustainable city
planning has been a side issue, shadowed by issues like the economy and
renewable energy. What Americans
fail to realize is that sustainable city
planning is equally important, and
infects these issues. The truth is we
cannot become 'energy independent'
and maintain our current lifestyle.
Given the relevance and severity of
this issue, one could assume that our
presidential candidates would have a
stance, or statement of concern for
sustainable city planning. Looking at
statements from both the McCain and
Obama website, it is clear to discern
which candidate is more concerned
about sustainable city planning.
John McCain's website has no statement regarding an urban policy. The
only issue represented on his website
that comes close is his stance on
'homeownership resurgence.' McCain
promises to "stabilize the housing
market and attack the roots of our
financial crisis."
Obama's website lists 'Urban Policy'
as one of his key issues. He describes
the problem with urban policy as
being: "Today, government programs
aimed at strengthening metropolitan
areas are spread across the federal
gover_n ment with insufficient coordination or strategy. Worse, many federal programs inadvertently undermine

the sustainability of communities
throughout the country.

cities and regions by encouraging inefficient and costly patterns of development and local competition."
To combat this problem, Obama
promises to create a White House
Office of Urban Policy. The Office of
Urban Policy will "ensure that all federal dollars targeted to urban areas are
effectively spent on the highest-impact
programs."
Most importantly, Obama promises
to build more livable and sustainable
communities. Obama states "Our
communities will better serve all of
their residents if we are able to leave
our cars, to walk, bicycle and access
other transportation alternatives. As
president, Barack Obama will re-evaluate the transportation funding
process to ensure that smart growth
considerations are taken into account."
McCain is right in that Americans
should be able to stay in their homes.
However, when planning for development, we must not allow ourselves to
make the same mistakes embedded in
the past. Sustainable city planning is
the only safe alternative for ensuring
the 'American dream' for years to
come.
FURTHER READING:
1. PBS NOW's "Driven to Despair"
http://www.pbs.org/now/shows/440/ind
ex.html
2. EPA "Smart Growth Illustraled"
Highlands' Garden Village
http:/ /www.epa.gov/dced/case/highland.htmJames Kunstler, Asphalt Nation:
3. How the automoblie took over
American and how we can get it back
(1998); www.kunstler.com
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The Keating Five, revisited_ __
Richard DelliVeneri
Director of Career Services
Lately, the presidential race has
given a lot of attention to an event that
occurred some time ago - the Keating
Five proceeding before the U.S. Senate
Ethics Committee. The spate of articles and You Tube videos has provoked
charges and countercharges from both
of the candidates and their supporters.
If you don't know what the Keating
Five is all about, you need to become
familiar with it. It's a profound lesson
in politics - one that illustrates in the
most concrete way how money and
power can be used in an effort to corrupt the administration of good government.
The resurrection of this event bas
been especially important to me. In
the fall of 1990, I was serving as a senior lawyer at the Office of Thrift
Supervision (OTS) in San Francisco, a
federal banking agency responsible for
supervising the savings and loan
industry. Two of my OTS colleagues
had been called to appear as key witnesses before the Committee to give
testimony in the Keating Five. William
Black was the chief litigation counsel
for our office, and Michael Patriarca
was the director of the OTS' West
Region. I was enlisted to help them
prepare for their testimony and
accompany them to the hearing with
documentary support. While we considered the Committee's hearing a
matter of great national importance, I
don't think it ever occurred to us that it
would become an important issue in a
future presidential election campaign.
The Committee initiated the proceeding to investigate the conduct of
five U.S. senators: Alan Cranston, DCA; Dennis DeConcini, D-AZ, John
Glenn, D-OH, John McCain, R-AZ,
and Donald Riegle, D-MI. These five
senators were suspected of exerting
improper influence in the regulation of
Lincoln Savings and Loan (Lincoln), a
California-based thrift institution that
was headed by Charles Keating, Jr.
Lincoln had engaged in risky investment activities that attracted the attention of the thrift examiners from our
San Francisco office. Among other
things, the examiners found that
Lincoln substantially violated the
agency's "direct investment rule,"
which limited the amount of direct
investments a thrift institution could
make in real estate. In May 1987, our
San Francisco examiners recommended that Lincoln be seized for operating
in an unsafe and unsound condition
and for dissipating its assets.
Unfortunately, . the
agency's
Washington, D.C. office did not accept
this recommendation and instead pursued supervisory action that allowed
Lincoln to continue to operate until
April 1989, when it was seized and
placed into conservatorship. The cost
of Lincoln's failure to the U.S. government, and ultimately to U.S. taxpayers,
was more than $3 billion, the largest
failure of any thrift institution up to
that time. In January 1993, Keating
was convicted on 73 counts of fraud
and racketeering by a federal jury in
Los Angeles. After serving several
years in prison, the verdict was overturned on appeal. But Keating later
pleaded guilty to four counts of fraud.
In April 1987, shortly before our San
Francisco examiners recommended
that Lincoln be seized, Keating used
his influence with the five senators to
arrange two meetings with federal regulators. The first meeting took place

"The Keating Five" refers to the five senators accused of improperly intervening in 1987 on behalf of Charles H. Keating, Jr., chairman of the Lincoln Savings and Loan Association, who at time, was being investigated by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board
(FHLBB). Pictured left to right: Alan Cranston (D-CA), Dennis DeConcini (D-AZ), John Glenn (D-OH), John McCain (R-AZ), and
Donald W. Riegle (D-MI).

on April 2. It was attended by Senators
Cranston, DeConcini, Glenn, and
McCain and Edwin Gray, then chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board. At the time this meeting was
arranged, Gray was told not to bring
any aides with him. It's easy to understand why this instruction was given.
Having Gray appear alone before four
U.S. senators would create for the senators the perfect context for deniability. How could Gray's account of the
meeting be believed in the face of contradictory statements from four U.S.
senators?
At the Committee's hearing, Gray
testified that the senators pressured

Committee finally concluded, one senator, Cranston, was reprimanded for
"improper conduct which may reflect
upon the Senate." The other four senators were acknowledged for having
used "poor judgment" in their efforts
to provide · constituent service to
Keating. Despite this finding, the
Committee concluded that the actions
of Glenn and McCain were not improper under the Senate's rules. DeConcini
and Riegle were also criticized for creating improper appearances. Beyond
those findings, no punishment was
given to the four senators who used
"poor judgment."
I and my colleagues at the OTS in

but not all of the flights for these trips.
It wasn't until after the scandal broke
in 1989 that McCain paid more than
$13,000 for flights that hadn't been
previously reimbursed. Investment
opportunities also appeared to be part
of the strategy. In 1986, McCain's wife,
Cyndy, and her father invested over
$350,000 in a Keating strip mall
development.
I think it's safe to say that special
interests' purchase of access to political power is detested by most
Americans. It's an issue that's raised
over and over again in political campaigns. The revelations brought forth
by the Keating Five proceeding gave

I think it's safe to say that special interests' purchase of access
to political power is detested by most Americans.
him to withdraw the direct investment
rule, which would allow Lincoln to
continue its risky investment strategy
and thwart any regulatory action based
on Lincoln's substantial violations of
that rule. Gray refused to withdraw
the rule. However, a second meeting
was arranged to discuss Lincoln, and
this time other representatives from
the agency would be invited to meet
with the senators.
The second meeting took place on
April 9. It was attended by all five of
the senators and representatives from
the agency, including Bill Black and
Mike Patriarca. Bill's role in the meeting ultimately took on enormous
importance by virtue of the copious
notes he took that explained what happened. Those notes eventually were
used to create a transcript-like memorandum that accurately summarized
the meeting. Even the Committee's
special counsel, Robert Bennett,
acknowledged that the memo was a
reliable account of what occurred.
When Bill Black testified, he told
the Committee members that he and
the other regulators were pressured by
the senators. Among other things, he
noted that when Senator DeConcini
strenuously advocated in Keating's
behalf, he used the word "we" to refer
to the senators' concerns about
Lincoln. Bill reasonably assumed that
in using that word DeConcini was
speaking for all of the senators at the
meeting, especially in the absence of
any protests from the other senators.
However, despite the pressure applied,
Bill and Mike stood firm in their supervisory stance on Lincoln. In fact, at
that meeting they informed the senators that a criminal referral would be
m'ade to the U.S. Justice Department
because of some of Lincoln's practices.
It was only after revealing this information that the senators' tone
changed.
When the proceedings before the

San Francisco were disappointed with
the Committee's findings. We felt this
episode of political shenanigans
deserved more serious consequences
for all of the senators involved. The
evidence before the Committee had
shown a blatant attempt by a wellheeled constituent to improperly enlist
five U.S. senators to intimidate regulators from a federal banking agency into
backing off from their supervisory
actions to reign in the constituent's
unlawful banking practices.
We weren't the only ones disappointed with the Committee's findings.
Fred Wertheimer, president of
Common Cause, was reported to have
called them a "sophisticated whitewash." The New York Times also
addressed the issue in a March 2, 1991
editorial:
"This may satisfy the Senate. But
the public, already angry at the costly
excesses of politically powerful financiers, has been had. The Keating Five
is now the Keating Eleven: five senators who got caught and six committee
members who let most of them go."
What Keating managed to do is nothing short of impressive. He persuaded
five U.S. senators to show up at one
meeting in his behalf. Getting just one
senator to make such an appearance
would have been quite an accomplishment. How did he get five to do his
bidding? He implemented a deliberate
strategy of cultivating relationships
with the senators that he expected
could be used for just such a purpose.
The record shows that Keating and his
associates had made about $1.5 million
in contributions to the senators' election campaigns and political causes.
And his largess went well beyond political contributions. For example, it was
reported that McCain and his family
were the beneficiaries of numerous
trips at Keating's expense, including
some at Keating's private retreat in the
Bahamas. McCain had paid for some,

,.,.~·.,·,

Americans a unique window of opportunity to view how that process works
and how it can be abused. We don't
often get the chance to see so many
elected officials placed under scrutiny
at one time for improprieties involving
constituent service. I considered the
widespread reporting of this major
media event to be the silver lining in
the otherwise disappointing cloud of
the Committee's findings. It gave
many Americans a chance to see a dark
side of Washington politics and to
voice their disayproval.
Unfortunately, memories fade as
time goes by. I suspect that the passage of time had erased the memories
of the Keating Five for all but those
who were directly involved in that proceeding. But sometimes the course of
history takes an unexpected turn that
results in the resurrection of an important event in the consciousness of people. That happened with the 2008
nomination of Senator John McCain as
the Republican candidate for president. The scrutiny traditionally given
to all presidential candidates has once
again brought forth his involvement in
the Keating Five.
It never occurred to me back in the
fall of 1990 that the work I and my colleagues did in support of the Keating
Five proceeding before the Senate
Ethics Committee would live to play a
role in a presidential election. I'm
delighted to see that a new generation
of voters is being asked to examine the
record of a Keating Five senator. With
what he admitted was an "exercise of
poor judgment," John McCain provided what my colleagues and I considered inappropriate constituent service
to a man who was attempting to use his
wealth and power to subvert necessary
and appropriate government regulation.

,
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Many candidates say they're pro-life. But do they really have a record to 1un on?
Here are some important facts for pro-life Americans to consider when deciding how to vote.
The BEST way to combat abortion is to give women and families the tools they need to choose life.

Studie.5 consistently show that when women and familie.5 have health care, jobs, education, and other e.5Sen.tial supports they are le.5S
likely to have an abortion. In fact, more than three out of four women who obtain an abortion say that economic factors were a primary reason for doing so. Instead of helping struggling American familie.5, our leaders have left them to fend for themselve.5.
Being pro-life is 1 percent talk, 99 percent ACTION.

Being pro-life is not just about what our elected leaders say they believe. It's about the things they do. During the Clinton
Administration, the U.S. abortion rate declined nearly 30 percent without enacting any legal prohibitions on abortion. Under
Pre.5ident Bush, this decline stagnated. Even the appointment of two new Supreme Court justice.5 was unsuccessful in making any
meaningful progress toward building a culture of human life. For all its talk about being pro-life the Bush Administration hasn't
protected a single unborn child.
Pro-life means ALL human life - WITHOUT exceptions.

How can our leaders say they are pro-life, while starting unjustified wars, supporting torture, oppo.5ing expanded health care for children,
cutting school lunch programs, and standing by as hard-working Americans lose their jobs and retirement protections? They can't To be
pro-life is to answer a deep call to support and defend human life at all stage; -from conception until death. It means caring for the
unborn, for the children, for the less fortunate, and for all hard-working Americans.
Overturning Roe v. Wade will NOT end abortion in America.

All too often, what pam for an authentic pro-life agenda is a candidate's stated opposition to the U.S. Supreme Court's Roe v. Wade
decision. While legal protections for the unborn are an important part of a pro-life strategy, overturning Roe v. Wade would simply let
state; decide whether abortion should be legal or illegal. In a post-Roe America, only a handful of state; would impose penaltie.5 on those
who obtain or perfoan abortions, and women living in the.5e state.5 could still go elsewhere to get an abortion. Overturning Roe cannot be
seen as a substitute for policie.5 that can work RIGHT NOW to end abortion, namely supporting women and familie.5.

www.catho l ics -u nited.org
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Volunteer: Are you ready?
Adam E. Barajas
Contributing Writer
Even though the season for spooks
and ghouls is over, we are not completely relieved of those fears. One
frightening thought that faces all college students is the thought of what to
do afters/he graduates.
Rest assured even the most confident of seniors have their moments of
fear and anxiety, when they think of
leaving a tough yet structured role of
the university system. Last year as a
freshman I had the chance to personally know many of those who faced this
challenge of discerning their call after
college. One of these persons was Amy
Nicola ('08 Neuroscience), she had the
pleasure of sitting next to me in
Calculus, and dealing with my consistent asking for help. Amy was an amazing woman, despite having to deal with
her Neuro classes and writing her thesis for the Honors Program, she traveled to Costa Rica for spring break all
after having returned from a semester
abroad in Spain. She too had her concerns of what she was going to do after
college.
I don't remember the exact day that
it happened, but she had a different air
about her. She seemed relaxed and
confident. Seeing her ideal state I
asked her what had changed. She
informed me that her decision had
been made; she knew what to do after
college.
She had made the choice to volunteer for the Jesuit Volunteer Corps
(JVC). "I wanted the intimacy of committing myself whole-heartedly to one
thing: no homework, no job, no other
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El Salvador from page 7

support. Shortly after this became
known, several thousand former members of the armed forces staged a rally
in the streets of San Salvador, declaring their opposition to any effort to
tamper with the law of amnesty. At
their head, among others, was former
Lieutenant Colonel Emilio Ponce,
found by the U.N. Truth Commission
as the man who had ordered the assassination of six Jesuit priests, their
housekeeper and her daughter at the
Universidad Centroamericana in
1989. Rodrigo Avila was also present.
Such events give credence to the theory that Funes' apparent reversal of
position in regards to the amnesty
may, in fact, be a prudent political

These and other controversies
are coming to a head in what is a pardistractions. Just me and the people I ticularly critical election season.
am serving with an awesome, supportIssues long fermenting in the
ive community to grow with. It is a
Salvadoran public consciousness are
powerful thing to give yourself entirely
surging to the surface as the presidenwith nothing holding you back."
tial candidate of the FMLN, former
I know it can seem frightening to do
radio journalist Mauricio Funes, consomething out of the ordinary, to step
tinues to garner the support of a conout of your personal box and not dive
siderable portion of the public in the
right into work, but check out these
face of ARENA candidate Rodrigo
reasons as to why it is actually better to
Avila, former soldier and long-time
volunteer.
head of the Salvadoran police force. Of
Defer your student loans for a year
the issues taking center stage, one
Not worry about a car, apartment or
deserving special attention in this disother payments for a year.
cussion is the aforementioned law of
Gain valuable experience and make the
El Salvador has a long way to go .. .in terms of its transition
right connections
Have more time for a job search
to democracy, but even as numerous factors threaten the
Learn more about others, and especialstability of the electoral process, there is reason to hope
ly yourself in communitarian life
Also know that there are real people that the 2009 elections can yet come to represent a signifaround campus who have done a year
or more of volunteering. Staff mem- icant step towards true democracy for the country.
bers Colleen O'Grady, Erin Benson,
Katie Maslanka, and Jeremy Lee are all amnesty, which for nearly 17 years now move given the influence still enjoyed
around campus and are ready and will- has protected those identified by the by known human rights abusers within
ing to talk to you about their volunteer U.N. Truth Commission as human the Salvadoran political structure, and
rights abusers from prosecution in
experience.
and civil courts. Throughout the conflicts that could arise should
criminal
Lastly remember that this experitheir position be compromised.
ence is for your growth, especially in the years since the civil war the FMLN
These, then, are some of the
light of a community of faith. As Amy has been a vocal opponent of the factors complicating El Salvador's
summed up her experience: "This year amnesty, citing the law as a significant transition to democracy and some of
is about finding yourself by giving stumbling block to the integration and the issues at stake in the 2009 elecyourself. You are truly 'ruined for life' healing of post-war Salvadoran socie- tions. But as bleak as the preceding
which means you will intentionally dis- ty, and prominent politicians in the commentaries may sound, it should
cern every decision you make from party-including Funes-have fre- not hereby be assumed that there is
here on out, which makes every part of quently declared their commitment to naught but ill to be said of the situation
working towards its revocation. The
life more meaningful."
in El Salvador. Political violence, on
I strongly encourage you to learn rhetoric emanating from ARENA pun- the whole, has seen a sharp decline in
more about year long volunteering by dits, on the other hand, has generally the years since the signing of the peace
coming to the Volunteer and Non- centered around the submission that, accords, and while many recent
profit fair on November 11 from if there is to be reconciliation for the reforms threaten to damage the
future, society needs to transcend its
11:3oam-1:3opm in the cafeteria.
preoccupation for the past. This said, integrity of the electoral process in El
an unexpected twist to the public Salvador, other amendments may yet
debate came recently when, in a public work to improve the transparency and
discourse before the Salvadoran peo- reliability of the system. There is to be
ple, presidential hopeful Funes implemented in the 2009 elections a
declared that, should he win the presi- pilot program of residential voting;
dency, he will not work towards the such a measure, if applied on a larger
revocation of the amnesty. This u-turn scale, could alleviate poor voters in the
in stance has sparked no small amount countryside of the difficulties involved
of outrage among members of the in traveling to a major population cenSalvadoran Left, and has likewise ter to vote. The program could also go
elicited several denunciations by a long way in curtailing the practice of
organizations working for human deliberately bringing voters from their
rights in El Salvador. But it has not home municipalities to another in
been only the Left's apparently order to influence the outcome of the
ambiguous stance which has thrust vote. El Salvador has a long way to go,
this critical issue into the spotlight. then, in terms of its transition to
Shortly after Funes made his state- democracy, but even as numerous facment, it became public knowledge that tors threaten the stability of the elecARENA
candidate
Avila
had toral process, there is reason to hope
approached current and former lead- that the 2009 elections can yet come to
ers of El Salvador's armed forces, in represent a significant step towards
order to ask that they pledge him their true democracy for the country.
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participated in the Active Minds Unmasked
project. Please take a moment to go to the
library and check out the display. As an
Active Minds member, I would have to say
that the event was successful. I think that
the purpose of unmasking our true feelings
and making masks that reflected our past
and future was more than adequately met.
I hope that all of the participants enjoyed
the opportunity to demonstrate their artistic abilities while also finding the activity to
be intertwined with mental health awareness. From what I gathered, these outcomes were also happily met. Thank you
again and remember that mental health
matters. -Lilah Connelly
Behind Happy Faces: Taking Charge of
Your Mental Health would not typically be
on the reading list of most people. Mental
health is a term that makes many people
think of mental illness, and even though
there may be some overlap, everyone, with

strive for mental health. Behind Happy
Faces, written by Ross Szabo and Melanie
Hall, gets up close and personal, using their
own stories, as well as the stories and experiences of others to help individuals, and
those around them, understand what is
happening. They don't only focus on mental illness, but also some mental health
experiences everyone goes through such as
loss of a family member or close friend,
stress, lack of sleep, and more. This book
also provides help with reaching out toothers that are displaying signs of mental
health crises or more serious symptoms of
a mental illness, and how you can reach out
to others, without feeling ashamed about
these feelings or thoughts, or that they are
a sign of weakness. The resounding message of Behind Happy Faces is that is it
okay to not be okay sometimes, but that it
is not something one should have to deal
with all the time because you are not alone.
-Tanya Perekrestenko
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Left:. Regis senior Derek Siegel runs ~ e ball in_ for a try in a crucial 49 to 22 win over cross town rival University of Denver on Friday, October 26,
sending the Rangers to the playoffs. Right: Semor Marcus Trucco fends off a defender during a 19 to 28 loss to Colorado School of Mines on Sunday
November 2, ending their playoff run.
'

PHOTOS BY Brett Stakelin

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Rangers duel rival Metro State; fall in Five seniors finish home career with
five-set win UCCS
five sets
Jeremy Phillips

Sports Information Director
OCT. 21 - REGIS VS. METRO
The Ranger volleyball team dueled
cross-town rival Metro State tonight in
Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference
action. The Roadrunners outlasted
Regis in five sets 18-25, 25-19, 25-17,
19-25, 10-15 before a season-high 346
fans.
After a rousing rendition of Jimi
Hendrix's National Anthem by Regis
junior Brett Stakelin both teams came
out and gave the fans a good match to
watch. Both teams hit over .245 for
the match and it marked the first time
all year that Regis lost a match in
which they hit over .200.
Sophomore outside hitter Jessica
Howe continued her strong play with a

match-high 21 kills, her fourth 20-plus
kill match in the last eight.
Sophomore right side hitter Kerry
Grady came off the bench to notch a
career-high 17 kills with only two
errors. Senior middle hitter Liz Franz
was also in double figures with 10 kills.
Sophomore setter Devin Eckhardt
recorded a double-double with a teamhigh 52 assists and also 10 digs.
Freshman libero Cassidee Young led
Regis (12-10, 8-6 RMAC) with 11 digs
with senior defensive specialists
Hannah Tautolo
and
Kristin
Thompson each collected eight digs.
Metro State (14-7, 12-2 RMAC)
had 15 less attacks than the Rangers
and was led by freshman outside hitter
Bri Morley's 21 kills. Amanda Cook
and Emily Greenhalgh were next with
13 kills apiece.

Jeremy Phillips

Sports Information Director
Nov. 1 - REGIS VS. UC-Colorado
Springs
The Regis University volleyball team
and UC-Colorado Springs battled to
five sets tonight with the Rangers coming out on top. Regis took the first two
sets by scores of 25-15 and 25-18, but
the feisty · Mountain Lions scrapped
together the next two sets, 25-22, 2514 to set up a fifth set tie breaker.
Down 11-7 in the fifth set the
Rangers went on a 6-1 run to take a 1311 lead and held on to win 15-13 on
senior night at the Regis Fieldhouse.
Senior middle hitter Liz Franz led the
way offensively for Regis with 12 kills.
Sophomore right side Kerry Grady
supplied 11 kills for Regis (14-11, 10-7
RMAC).
Neither team hit well at the net with
Regis leading the way with a .115 percentage compared to .086 for UCCS.
Regis however, dug better outpacing
the visiting Mountain Lions 76-61 led

by sophomore setter Devin Eckhardt's
16 digs and notching her ninth doubledouble of the season with 43 assists.
Senior Nia Ingram recorded her season-high with 15 digs, while fellow senior Kristin Thompson has 12. Regis
also bad 10.5 blocks on the night led by
Eckhardt's five blocks, with Franz and
freshman Liz Kann getting four stuffs
each.
Five seniors played their final game
at the Regis Fieldhouse. "These five
have given a lot to Regis volleyball and
will be missed in the future," says
Head Coach Frank Lavrisha about
Kristin Thompson, Nia Ingram, Liz
Franz, Cassie Skipitis and Hannah
Tautolo.
UCCS (12-14, 7-10 RMAC) were led
by Molly Crockett and Andrea Brodie's
11 kills apiece. Kelsey Pobar led the
defense with a match-high 17 digs.
Regis will finish its regular season
out next weekend on the road as they
travel to Golden to take on Colorado
Mines on Friday and then to Chadron,
Neb. to take on the Eagles on Saturday.

GAME SCHEDULE
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Nov. 7 - at Colorado Mines, 6 p.m.
Nov. 8 - at Chadron State, 6 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Nov. 9 - at Colorado State
(Exhibition), 2 p.m.
Nov. 17 - Minn. St. Moorhead (Home
Game), 7 p.m.
Sophomore setter Devin Eckhardt (#5) and senior middle hitter Liz Franz (#lO) team
up for a slam against Metro State.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Nov. 19 - Caldwell (Home Game), 7
p.m.
Nov. 25 - Colorado College (Home
Game), 7 p.m.
Nov. 28 - vs. Newman at Mines, 5
p.m.
Nov. 29 - vs. Northwest Nazarene at
Mines, 5 p.m.

See www.regis.edu/ athleticsfor more info on game times, players, and game recaps.
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MEN'S SOCCER

Kafer earns RMAC
"Offensive Player of
the Week"
Jeremy Phillips

Sports Information Director

l

Junior Heather Thomas takes a shot on goal during last Friday's game vs. UC- Colorado Springs.

PHOTO BY Brett Stakelin

For the third straight week a Regis
men's soccer student-athlete was
selected RMAC Player of the Week.
This week it was sophomore forward
Nathan Kafer, who earned the RMAC
Offensive Player of the Week for his
performance.
Fellow sophomore
Sterling Copeland won the previous
two RMAC · offensive awards, while
junior goalkeeper Wally Fink was
tabbed defensive player of the week
last week.
Kafer, the RMAC Preseason
Offensive Player of the Year, helped
lead the Rangers to two victories, a 3-1
win over Colorado Christian and a 2-1
victory over Colorado Mines. He
scored one goal against CCU on Friday
on six shots and the game-winning
goal. Against Mines, he netted both

Rangers defeat UCCS 4-1
Jeremy Phillips

Sports Information Director
Freshman Jordan Miller broke the
single season record for goals scored
by a freshman in the Rangers' 4-1
defeat over UCCS Friday afternoon in
Denver.
The Rangers took the lead just four
minutes and 26 seconds into the game
when Miller short passed to junior
Heather Thomas for the shot. UCCS
answered back at the 20:21 mark when
freshman Jessica Escobedo scored for
the Mountain Lions to tie the score at
one.
Neither team scored again until the
second half when senior Carter Cornett
scored for Regis on an assist by freshman Heidi Chandler. With just under
six minutes of play left the Rangers
scored two more at the 89:04 mark
and the 89:49 mark.
Jordan Miller scored the third goal
for the Rangers and her 13 of the season which broke the school single sea-

Sophomore Natan Kafer was the third
Regis men's soccer student-athlete selected as RMAC Player of the Week.

PHOTO BY Brett Stakelin
Senior Carter Cornett dribbles past UCCS player sophomore Nikki Schroeder.

son record for goals scored by a freshman. Senior goalkeeper Holly
Redmond assisted on the play.

Heather Thomas scored the fourth
goal for the Rangers when she was
assisted by Miller.

Rangers make All-Academic Team
Jeremy Phillips

Sports Information Director
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Junior Heidi Boersma headlines a
list of seven Regis University women's
soccer student-athletes to earn RMAC
All-Academic
honors. Boersma
named to the first team, was honored
along with Danielle Lardner (2nd
Team) and Honor Roll awardees
Ashley Daniel, Christie Hunter, Kalley
Mahaffey, Chelsea Reichard and
Marianne Claussen.
Boersma, a junior defender from
Littleton, Colorado, has a 3.77 GPA in
Math and Education. She has started
every game in her two-year career at
Regis after transferring from Villanova
University.
Another Regis defender, Lardner,
from Albuquerque, N.M. sports a 3.64
GPA. The sophomore has started 12
games for the Rangers this season.
Juniors Chelsea Reichard (midfield)
and Marianne Claussen (goalkeeper)
have a 3.36 and 3.74 GPA respectively.
Reichard, from Salt Lake City, Utah,
has started 10 games for Regis and is

majoring in Business Administration.
Claussen is from Longmont and is
majoring in Mathematics, and has
played in only one game this season
due to injury.
Sophomores Daniel and Hunter
(midfield) and Mahaffey (defender)
round out the list of honorees. Daniel
from Liberty, Mo. has a 3,48 GPA in
Biology/Pre-Med, while Hunter who
hails from Palisade, Colo. sports a
3.52 GPA. Bothell, Wash. native
Mahaffey has a 3.33 GPA. Mahaffey
and Daniel have started nine and
three games respectively. Mahaffey
has one assist while Hunter has played
in six games in reserve for Regis.
The Rangers are currently 8-5 overall and 5-2 in the RMAC. In the most
recent NSCAA Central Region Poll, the
Rangers are sixth.
MEN'S SOCCER
The RMAC announced today the
Men's Soccer All-Academic Teams as
voted on by the 14 Sports Information
Directors.
Four Rangers, Matt
Gonzales, Nathan Kafer, Sean Murphy
and Danny Terrill were honored.

Junior midfielder Matt Gonzales
from Albuquerque, N.M. was tabbed to
the first team along with sophomore
forward Nathan Kafer from Erie, Colo.
Gonzales has a 3.81 GPA in Math and
Physics. He is tied for second on the
team with three assists. Kafer dons a
3.30 GPA in Business Administration
and Finance and leads the Rangers
with five assists and 15 points. He is
second on the team with five goals,
including two game-winning goals.
Junior defender Sean Murphy was
placed on the second team with his
3.67 GPA in Spanish. Murphy is one
of the Rangers' top defender and has
helped Regis to two shutouts this season.
Senior defender Danny Terrill earned
a spot on the Honor Roll with his 3.69
grade point average in Accounting. A
four-year starter for Regis he is a twotime honoree in both All-Academic
and All-RMAC.
Regis is currently 4-6-2 and are 3-11 in their last five games in which they
have played three ranked teams.

Ranger goals.
For the week, he scored three goals,
had four shots on goal and two gamewinning goals. Kafer leads the team
with eight goals, five assists and 21
points.
The Rangers are now 6-6-2 overall
and 5-3-2 in the RMAC. Regis sits in
a tie for third in the conference with
Colorado Mines and are also tied with
Mines for fourth in the most recent
NSCAA Central Region Rankings.
The top four teams in the RMAC regular season standings will advance to
the RMAC Tournament.
OCT. 24 - REGIS VS. UCCS
Sophomore Nathan Kafer scored
the Rangers' two goals in their 2-1 victory over Colorado Mines Sunday
afternoon in Denver.
After nearly 34 minutes of play,
Regis took a 1-0 lead over the
Orediggers when Kafer scored his first
goal of the game. Senior Andrew
Munday served the ball to Kafer just in
front of Mines' goal where Kafer took
the shot. With close to two and a half
mintues left in the first period Kafer
scored again on an assist from freshman Ben Buhler to increase the
Rangers lead to two.
Regis kept that lead up until the
75:10 mark when Colorado Mines senior Jason Decker headed the ball into
the Rangers net for a goal. Senior
Cameron Brown assisted on the play.
Decker's goal was the last one of the
game leaving the score at 2-1 in favor
of Regis.
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PHOTO BY Mary Beth Callie
TRICK OR TREAT! Hundreds of families and children were spotted last Friday in ghoolish and fairytale-worthy wear.

Unique Thrift offers unique finds
Bobby ~uerrero
Staff Wrzter

Clear indicators of an excellent thrift
store include such things as clean
items, a large selection, and much
opportunity for discovering cheap
treasures. Under this criteria, Unique
Thrift Store located at 8657 Sheridan
Boulevard should probably be classified as a good thrift store.
A journey down Sheridan Boulevard
will eventually lead you to Unique
~rift, which is just across the street
from the Westminster Mall. Upon
entering the store, you see that it has a
quite large clothing selection. About
two-thirds of the store is clothing. To
the immediate left as you walk in the
door is the men's section. It has a large

variety oft-shirts (and not just obscure
event t-shirts). Once again, this thrift
store has a much larger women's section in comparison to the men's. The
women's section of the store is well
stocked with everything from overcoats and dresses to skirts and jeans.
On the opposite side of the store is
the miscellaneous items. Looking at
this area of the store, it is clear that
Unique Thrift Store's specialty is in
clothing. While it does stock various
items such as furniture, electronics,
and other home furnishings, it doesn't
have as large of a selection as perhaps
Goodwill does.
Overall, Unique Thrift is a fairly
decent thrift store. On this trip, I
myself only purchased a single t-shirt
though the t-shirt gave me an idea of

why Unique Thrift was named so. This
t-shirt along with many others I came
across were truly unique. Freshman
Joey Castagnola, though, was luckier
than me. Joey left the store with a new
pair of rollerblades as well as a decent
sized bag of clothing to add to his
wardrobe. I may have left the store
with more items if it was not for the
apparent overpricing of some of the
merchandise. I was discouraged from
purchasing a very nice coat due to the
$30 price tag.
Unique Thrift Store is open Monday
thru Friday from 10 A.M. until 8 P .M.
and on Sundays from 10 A.M. until 5
p.m. Despite its limited selection of
home furnishings and overpricing on
some items, Unique Thrift definitely
warrants a visit.
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Aries: This w..:ek you \\ill forget to call
your mother. This \,ill result in a change
in the outcome of the November election, however indirectly. Look for a
Libra in your future.
Taurus: Watch your tongue when on
the phone \\ith your mother. Your college ,·ocabulary is not appropriate \\ith
the woman who raised you.
Gemini: Do not alienate your ex. She
has just finished a week of ~a,y Seal
training with your mother. Messing with
her is not in the best interest of self
preservation.
Cancer: Due to the change in temperature, your mother will feel it is warm
enough for a visit. Be sure to clean your
room and shave or she \\ill never let mu
hear the end of it.
·
Leo: Don't be afraid to strut your stuff
this week. That complement y~ur mother gave you about your hair was not just
hubris, she meant it.
Scorpio: There is romance in your
future, but not for you. Your mother will
have important n~ws for you. Do not
ignore her call like you usually do.
Sagittarius: Avoid chocolate this week.
It will adversely affect your complexion.
If you eat chocolate anyway, your mother wi.11 be more than willing to buy you
the new Neutrogena face wash you have
been coveting.
Capricorn: Go treat yourself to a bag
of Dove chocolates. These will improve
your complexion, and help you to lose
ten pounds. Follow the Dove instructions, as it will be something that your
mother would say. And you know she is
always right.
Aquarius: Don't ask. .. you don't want
to know. It will cause you to be angry at
your mother.
Pisces: Pictures of you in your skimpy
Halloween costume will not hide that
hicky your boyfriend gave you last
Friday. These pictures will somehow
find their way to your mother's Facebook
account (Yes! She has Facebook!)
Beware later this week, as her fury will
lead to an hour long inquest about your
extracurricular activities. Watch out for
Aries, they are planning your downfall.

Done got the Blues: Smooth sounds from the 20s to now
Jimmy Sengenberger
Staff Writer

"It's 106 miles to Chicago, we got a
full tank of gas, half a pack of cigarettes, it's dark and we're wearing sunglasses." "Hit it."
This is one of the many immortal
exchanges between Elwood and Jake
Blues from the 1980 classic film Blues
Brothers, starring Dan Aykroyd and
Jim Belushi. Dressed in suits and "on a
mission from God," the characters seek
to raise money to save a Chicago
orphanage by bringing their band back
together, all while wearing their sunglasses, the foremost symbol of "cool."
So what transformed sunglasses into
the symbol they are today?
The answer is the blues, a culturally
American musical form dating back
over a century that has influenced
American music and society like no
other.
Blues music traces its roots back to
the plantation spirituals of black slaves
during the 1800s and developed
around the time of the Emancipation
Proclamation. Early musicians like
Robert Johnson, the originator of the
~ong "Sweet Home Chicago" (remade
m_Blues Brothers), and "Blind Was the
Ni_ght," written and performed by
Blind Willie Johnson and included
among the songs on the first Voyager
probe, brought about the dawn of a
new age of music, at the core of which
an expression of the pain and sufenng of the time period.

;3:'

The blues emerged in a time of
extreme cultural strife and pervasive
racism. In many ways its development
led to the disintegration of cultural and
social barriers between races, as white
blues musicians like Paul Butterfield
and Charlie Musselwhite introduced
the musical form to white audiences
and expanded its appeal to new groups
of people. It went from something distinctly African-American to something
uniquely American.
Over time, blues music sustained
massive evolution. The old-style blues
of the early years merged with jazz and
ragtime music, descendants of the
blues. Boogie-woogie and jump blues,
which both had tremendous influence
on early rock-n-roll, rose to popularity
in the 1930s and 1940s.
Rock-n-roll derives directly from the
blues; without it, Elvis Presley and
Chuck Berry would never have come to
fro. As contemporary blues musician
Tab Benoit sang in his song "The Blues
Is Here to Stay," "there'd be no Elvis,
no Jerry Lee; a young Eric Clapton
would've never crossed the sea ...And
the Beatles and the Stones would've
never left home."
Indeed Clapton, the Beatles and the
Rolling s{ones were heavily influenced
by the blues, which Clapto~ now plays
al ost exclusively. In fact, 1t was blues
~tan"st Muddy Water's song "Rolling
~l
h.
Stone" that gave the Stones t eir
Without the blues, they never
name.
h U . d
have
immigrated to t.de mte
J. .
wouId
States. And many cons1 er 1m1

Hendrix, one of whose primary influences was blues master Buddy Guy, to,
in reality, have been a blues musician.
R&B, rap and hip-hop are also direct
descendants of the blues. Elijah Wald,
a Grammy-winning blues musician
and historian, once called hip-hop "the
living blues" because of the way in
which it evolved into the music it is
today and asserted that the blues was.
being rapped as early as the 1920s.
The blues has Jong been marked by
three principle instruments: the harmonica, the piano and, more significantly, the guitar. It is almost synonymous with 84-year-old B.B. King, perhaps the most famous blues ~itarist
and singer known as "the King of the
Blues," whose guitar has long been
named "Lucille." King's music was and
continues to be, as it is with much
blues, a way to express the pain and
suffering he sustained throughout his
life. King grew up on a cotton farm and
faced an incredible amount of racism
in the South.
While the electric guitar was first
used in jazz, it rose to prominence with
the likes of Muddy Waters, one of the
fathers of electric blues and a grand
influence on a host of later musicians.
Stevie Ray Vaughan, who once joked
that he "wanted to play saxophone, but
all (he] could get were a few squeaks,"
Buddy Guy and, more recently, the
young Kenny Wayne Shepard gained
fame for their fanciful, yet soulful,
electric ~itar playing.
"Blind" Lemon Jefferson, one of the

most popular blues men of the 1920s,
was, as his name suggests, blind.
Jefferson wore sunglasses, despite
being unnecessary, on a constant
basis. Out of reverence to the guitarist,
Lightning Hopkins, a protege of
Jefferson's, did just the same, though
he was not blind. The idea caught on,
eventually adopted by other musicians,
including Ray Charles and the infamous Blues Brothers, and developed
into the symbol of "cool" we know
today.
Benoit sang that the blues is music
that "anyone can feel." Many believe it
not to simply be a type of music, but
rather to be a universal feeling to all.
This universality has enabled blues
music to split into a number of different, and distinct, sub-genres. These
include Texas blues (Vaughan),
Memphis blues (King), Chicago blues
(Guy) and Louisiana blues (Benoit).
The blues is an outlet for pain,
though it is not remotely as slow or as
dull as many believe. Blues musicians
like Benoit, who sang that "the more I
sing it, the better I feel," claim to experience a cleansing sensation upon
singing it. And that, many believe, is
perhaps the most significant asset of
the blues: the power to heal.
Over the next several weeks, the
Highlander will profile blues music
and the many musicians that transformed it into the music we know
today, from the 1920s on to the year
2008.
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An American Carol: Finally, a comedy for conservatives!
Jimmy Sengenberger
Staff Writer
Kevin Farley, Kelsey Grammer,
Leslie Nielson, Trace Adkins, John
Voight and Fox News commentator
Bill O'Reilly each headlined the recently-released film An American Carol, by
David Zucker, producer and director of
the legendary comedies Airplane and
The Naked Gun.
This one-of-a-kind laugh fest of a
comedy goes where no other movie has
gone before: It takes an utterly hilarious crack at the liberal left, something
conservatives never get to enjoy from a
Hollywood dominated by liberals and
the likes of Letterman and Stewart.
The movie follows Michael Malone,
"America's most infamous filmmaker, "
who is a parody of the leftist documentary filmmaker Michael Moore.
Malone, played by Farley, is leading a
campaign to abolish July 4th when he
is visited by three ghosts-General
George S. Patton (Grammer), George
Washington (Voight) and the Angel of
Death (Adkins)-who help him to see
the error of his ways.
The film takes cracks at Hollywood,
Cuba,
the
left-wing
website
MoveOn.org, Rosie O'Donnell, negotiations with evil dictators, the ACLU,
terrorists-you name it, this movie's
got it. It even satirizes college demonstrations-"In this case it's when students show how much they don't know
by repeating it loudly. "
Complete with a musical number

satirizing "college indoctrination," a
spoof off of the restaurant in Seinfeld
and President Kennedy calling Malone
a "douchebag," American Carol makes
no attempt to hide its right-wing attitude, making it a unique and brave
film coming out of left-leaning
Hollywood. They had a lot of guts putting this thing out there.
As a conservative tired of movies
and comedies blasting Republicans
and hardly taking a whack at
Democrats, I thoroughly enjoyed it.
The production was just pure, blatantly conservative entertainment. At
times it was so obviously trying to take
a whack at liberals that some of the
themes were drowned out a bit, but the
satire was great and the points were
well-presented.
As a Zucker film, it's in the mold of
Airplane and The Naked Gun, and was
reminiscent of a Mel Brooks picture,
only of a little less quality. A friend of
mine who I saw the film with thought it
was good, but described it as "hokey."
In terms of a quality film, he's right. It
was certainly corny, but that's the
style.
·
A review at IMDB.com put it right:
"Starting with a somewhat shocking
parody of 'Sicko', this film quickly
becomes a continuous onslaught of
(mostly) hilarious sight gags and slapstick intertwined with witty satire and
great performances (especially from
Farley). The sheer volume of gags is
both a strength and a weakness. With
so many jokes, it's inevitable that a few

PHOTO SOURCE http://www.imdb.com/media/ rm3651310592/tt119o6l7

Kevin Farley plays Michael Malone, a character spoofing real life director Michael
Moore. Malone is advocating a film to abolish July 4th as an American holiday.

groan-inducing ones would squeeze
their way in (such as the Leslie Nielsen
scenes). Thankfully, such gags are not
only rare, but they go by in a flash,
too."
The acting was quite good, though
somewhat cheesy at points. The
humor was great. The movie was just
plain fun. If you're up for a film of
pure enjoyment and lots of laughs, this
is it. That's not to say it didn't have
some
truly
thought-provoking
moments-it did. For instance, JFK
and 9/ 11 both stimulate contemplation
m an appropriate manner given the
plot.

Nevertheless, An American Carol is
intended to provide something hilarious and enjoyable for conservativesand on that it succeeded completely. If
you're into taking funny shots at the
likes of the ACLU, as a judge (Dennis
Hopper) and Patton "literally" do in
the movie, check it out.
"You can't just shoot people!" Malone
shouts as Patton fires shotguns at zombies in the courtroom. Patton's
response? "They're not people-they're
the ACLU!"
Hilarious.
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: Red Trolley Coffee: delicious+ perks!
Amy Smith
Staff Reporter

Five months ago, Red Trolley
Coffee, Cake, and Cone opened with
dreams of creating everlasting memories while offering the highest-qua!• ity ice cream, coffee, and gelato in
town. So far, the dreams seem to be
coming true. Just off of 32nd and
Clay Street, the crimson colored boutique offers a warm place to relax,
catch up with friends, and enjoy a
carefully crafted cup of coffee, gelato
or ice cream.
The idea of Red Trolley came about
roughly a year ago when Patrick and
• Julie Shaw, longtime Highland residents, developed an idea to open a
neighborhood gathering spot with
high-quality, all-natural products,
and stellar service. After executing
the logistics of opening a business,
the Shaw's partnered with Daniel
Marlowe, a restaurant entrepreneur,
and Deanna Parker, an expert pastry
chef-and the Red Trolley team was
complete.
The four named the shop "Red
Trolley" after Denver's old trolley
transportation system. In fact, a trolley used to run down 32nd, where the
business is currently located.
Red Trolley offers an array of
organic, all natural foods, such as:
fresh salads, soups (vegetarian and

non-vegetarian), egg steamers (with
tomato and basil; spinach mushroom
and garlic; or bacon) signature
popovers, LoHi Granola, Koala Krisp,
Organic Purely O's, Pro-Mega, and
healthy organic smoothies.
One of Red Trolley's trademark
products is fresh Novo coffee made
with the state-of the-art CLOVER
coffee machine. The CLOVER combines French Press and vacuum press
coffee brewing system. It has been
featured in the New York Times, The
Economist, and Wired Magazine and
"produces one of the finest cups of
coffee money can buy" (www.redtrolleydenver.com). Customers not only
have the option to choose which coffee bean they want, but each cup is
made fresh, on the spot.
"I guarantee we have the best cup
of coffee anyone has ever tried. I
would put our coffee to a taste test
against any other coffee," says Daniel
Marlowe, partial owner.
While Red Trolley offers various
foods and coffee, their truest passion
lies in their ice cream, gelato, and
desserts. Deanna, the professional
pastry chef, creates over 70 flavors of
gelato, ice cream, and sorbetto (such
as pumpkin cheesecake, chocolate
sea-salted caramel, and honeyalmond orange). Some other indulgences are: Wynkoop Brewery
Rootbeer floats, malts, shakes, sun-

daes, banana splits, frozen mochas,
drinking chocolate and handmade
marshmallow bar, ice cream cakes,
tortes, ice cream truffles, fresh waffle
cones, and signature handmade toppings.
"Deanna is perhaps the best pastry
chef in Colorado," says Marlowe, "she
takes such pride in what she does and
it shows".
While the team Red Trolley Coffee,
Cake, and Cone goes to great lengths
to serve high quality products, they
place higher value on integrity and
service. "It is a place that [does] not
mind spending the money, and the
extra time necessary to make a natural product free of hydrogenated oils,
artificial colors/flavors, and highfructose corn syrup" (www.redtrolleydenver.com).
The small business also believes in
cultivating and supporting the community. Currently, the company
serves the Boys and Girls Club of
Denver and Denver Public Schools
through fundraisers.
"One of the greatest things about
Red Trolley is that we'll never sell-out
at the expense of our core values,"
says Marlowe.
Red Trolley Coffee, Cake, and
Cone invites the Regis community to
come and try a FREE 10oz drip coffee or a solo scoop of gelato. Just
bring this article!!!

For Thursday Thrills next week, check out Music
Trivia Game Show night. Students get to participate in a real life, television-style game show, testing their knowledge of recent popular music.
Thrills is at 10pm in the dining hall, and is presented by the Programming Activities Committee.
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Marathons: Weird, but in a good way. 26 miles? Awesome.
PHOTOS BY Brett Stakelin

Brett Stakelin
photography Editor
Marathons are weird. There, I said
it. A running race of 26.2 miles, taking
most people three to four hours to
complete, and months of training prior
to the race. That's weird. Nor does
being the son of a 15 time marathon
finisher doesn't make this weirdness
make much more sense.
Let's look at how this running event
started. It's fairly simple: a Greek messenger ran from the town of Marathon
to Athens to announce that the
Persians had been defeated in the
Battle of Marathon. Once he got the
message to it's final destination, he
died.
I can understand immortalizing
one's work by creating a national holiday or perhaps building a statue of the
person, but here's where the sensibility
flies out the window. Who in their
right mind would think, "that man ran
26.2 miles and then died. I should try
that." Despite that sounding odd,
thousands of people run marathons
each year, and perhaps many find
enjoyment in the feat.
Yes, it has been a few years since the
first 'marathon' in Greece, and not
everyone who runs the race dies
moments later. Today's runners put in
months of training to be able to compete and complete the lenghty distance, and more often than not they
are running for a reason. These causes, typically raising funds and awareness for incurable deseases, drive
many runners to push themselves further than they could have gone had
they just been running for their own
sake.

Above: Thousands of people run m arathons. The reasons behind the months of training and the grueling race of 26.2 miles
amount to the thousands as well. Wether it's to lose weight, to raise money for a cause, or in the case of this man, for God, they
still s how up from across the country to go the distance.

Above: Runners bask in the m o rning
sunlight and take in the beauty of City
Park with the snow capped rockies in the
distance.
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Left: The Denver Marathon, only in its

thirs year, lacked some of the typical
marathon costumes, such as a banana or
a shark, but this ladybug and bumblebee
duo made the distance in high fashion.
Above: Creative signage and enthusiastic cheering can make the difference in
the mental challenge that the race presents to its competitors.

Whether they are running to get in
better physical shape, or to benefit a
charitable organization, I do give them
all sorts of credit for doing so. Given
that marathons start in the early morning, one could sleep in and never know
that such an event even happened in
town. Starting at the crack of dawn,
and having the streets cleared following the last of the participants, a runner could complete more before noon
than many people could do in an entire
day.
Marathons don't really draw the
crowds that an NFL game does. Makes
sense. How many people claim to be a
fan of spectating endurance running
competitions? I feel like if you are not
a relative or friend of a runner, or a
runner yourself, you may not be sure of
what is going on at such a race. The
proud few who do line the city streets
make a world of a difference to the
runners. If it is just clapping and
cheering, or even yelling out what is
written on people's shirts, every bit of
encouragement counts. One spectator
gets my prize for most creative, holding a giant neon yellow sign with big
black letters, reading, "Your feet hurt
from kicking ass!"
So yes, I still think marathons are
weird. Those who run them may be
weird too, but aren't we all? They do
have an uncompromised drive and
desire to complete the race, whether it
be for a loved one with cancer or to
shed a few extra pounds, marathoners
have a little something most people
don't, and all the credit in the world to
them.
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COMMUNITY/CAMPUS EVENTS
Monday, November 3
Drop Off Mail-In Ballots
If you have mail-in ballots they can
still be dropped off at any early voting
location 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Tuesday, November 4
GoVOTE!
Make sure that you get out and vote if
you have not already done so! Polls
will be open from 7 a.m.-7 p.m. This
is the last day to drop off mail-in ballots at any precinct polling place.
Watch Election Coverage
Watch the Vote in the Ranger Grille
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. on the three
new flat screens. FOX News, CNN and
MSNBC will be on to compare the
coverage. Snacks will be provided.
Wednesday, November 5
After Election Discussion
There will be an after election dialogue in the Ranger Grille from 4 p.m.
to 6 p.m. Sponsored by Student
Activities and the Diversity Office.
Thursday, November 6
Catholic Speaker Series
Welcomes Fr. Groody
Fr. Daniel Goody, C.S.C. is the executive producer of various film and documentaries, including Strangers No

Longer (produced for the US
Conference of Catholic Bishops) and
Dying to Live: A Migrant's Journey
which has been accepted into various
international film festivals, won
national awards and has aired on PBS.
Groody teaches at the University of
Notre Dame. He will speak in the
Regis Chapel at 7:00 p.m. For additional information about Fr. Groody's
work, visit:
http//dyingtolive.nd.edu. This lecture is part of the Catholicism in the
Modern World Series, is free and
open to the public.

Thurs.-Fri., November 6-7
Yearbook Photos
RU individual and courageous? Come
to the Student Center and have your
picture taken for yearbook! These are
not your regular high school yearbook
photos! There will be props for you to
take pictures with. Individual and
group pictures available.
Friday, November 7
Last Day to Withdraw from Class
This is the last day to withdraw from a
class with a 'W" on your transcript.
Withdrawal forms are available in
most academic departments and the
Dean's office; you need your advisor's
signature to withdraw from a course.

After the this day, withdrawals will
not be permitted unless there are
extraordinary circumstances.

Saturday, November 8
Bus to Blackhawk Casinos
Regis Softball is offering a bus ride to
Blackhawk casinos Colorado Central
Station and Isle of Capri. In addition
to receiving a trip up the mountains,
participants can earn cash back and
food and drink discounts with use of
their player's cards. The bus will leave
from the Fieldhouse at 3 p.m. and
return at about 9 p.m. The Regis
Softball team kindly asks for a $20
donation. Please contact Christi
Weiser at cweiser@regis.edu if you
are interested.
Jingle Book Rock!
Come support the "Jingle Book Rock"
during Fall Visit Day, Nov. 8. Enjoy
pastries at the bake sale. All prcceeds
will go to the Denver Head Start
Program to help support child literacy. The event will start atn: 15 a.m. in
the Student Center.

from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. to hear
about the advantages in becoming a
volunteer! For more information contact
Erin
Benson
at
ebenson@regis.edu.

Tuesday, November 18
Chris Lowney to speak
Chris Lowney, the author of Heroic
Leadership: Best Practices From a
450-Year-Old Company that Changed
the World, will speak on how the four
leadership principles that were
inspired by the Jesuits, can mold
business leaders in the twenty-first
century. After living seven years as a
Jesuit seminarian, Chris went to work
for JP Morgan & Co., eventually serving as managing director. As a result
of his atypical background, Chris is
able to effectively address the leadership challenges that test great companies today. Join us as Chris relates
how to live leadership instead of just
talking about it. He will speak in the
Regis Chapel at 7:00 p.m. For additional information please contact Beth
Parish at bparish@regis.edu or 303458-4368.

Tuesday, November 11
Volunteer and Non-Profit Fair
Learn about the opportunity to spend
a year volunteering after you graduate
from college. Stop by the Dining Hall
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Solution can be found at krazydad.com/sudoku,
"Challenging," puzzle #28.

